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One Highlight Video
◖A collection of moments throughout the day set to music; 3-6 minutes; usually shared on social media

Two Feature Videos
◖Video One:  the full length edited ceremony. Includes every moment as it happened. Edited to cut between the
best angles and audio.  Video Two: An edited compilation of reception events including but not limited to
entrances, cake cutting, toasts, and dances (first, mother/son, father/daughter) in their entirety.

What we provide
◖Two videographers

The Forever
Collective
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What YOU provide

 Additional Travel fee: 
◖The first 45 miles from Coralville, Iowa are
free. 
◖Mileage over the first 45 miles results in a
fee of $.58/mile.
◖Mileage fees are assessed for travel to
and from the wedding location.

◖Including but not limited to: bridal hair & makeup, putting on the dress, first reveal, ceremony, wedding party pictures, 
   reception entrance, first dance, toasts, bouquet & garter toss,  and cutting of the cake

For this service: Fifteen Hundred Dollars 

The End Result
No coverage limits or additional coverage fees!

To book:
◖Deposit of $100 (subtracted from the $1500)
◖Signed contract

Coverage is not determined by the hours we are there, but by when the events occur; we want to capture them all!

$1500
 

From bride getting ready to the last main event at the reception.

What we capture
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P R I C I N G

@one22studios
(319) 520-5270

one22studios@gmail.com
one22studios.com @one22studios_

◖Audio capture
equipment

◖2 HD cameras
 (3 during ceremony) ◖Delivery within 1 month



A Highlight
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Remember
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Everything is the same as the first package,

EXCEPT the type of footage and videos

delivered, as well as the price point.

 
The Difference

The End Result: 
One 8-10 minute highlight video featuring
wedding day moments as well as various portions
of audio from toasts, vows, etc. set to music. Raw
footage not provided. 

Pricing:
One Thousand Dollars plus travel fee. 
May upgrade to the larger package any time
until up to two months following the wedding
day.

$1000
 


